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Abstract - In recent years, Steganography and Steganalysis are two important areas of research that involve a number of applications. These two areas of research are important especially when reliable and secure information exchange is required. Steganography is an art of embedding information in a cover image without causing statistically significant variations to the cover image. Steganalysis is the technology that attempts to defeat Steganography by detecting the hidden information and extracting. In this paper we propose an image Steganography that can verify the reliability of the information being transmitted to the receiver. The method can verify whether the attacker has tried to edit, delete or forge the secret information in the stego-image. The technique embeds the hidden information in the spatial domain of the cover image and uses two special AC coefficients of the Discrete Wavelet Transform domain to verify the veracity (integrity) of the secret information from the stego image. The analysis shows that the BER and PSNR is improved in the case of DWT than DCT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emergent possibilities of modern communication need the exceptional way of security, especially on computer network. The network security is becoming more important as the number of data being exchanged on the internet increases. Therefore, the confidentiality and data integrity are essential to protect against unauthorized access. This has resulted in an explosive growth of the field of information hiding. Moreover, the information hiding technique could be used extensively on applications of military, commercials, anti-criminal, and so on [1]. To protect secret message from being stolen during transmission, there are two ways to solve this problem in general. One way is encryption, which refers to the process of encoding secret information in such a way that only the right person with a right key can decode and recover the original information successfully. Another way is Steganography, Steganography literally means covered writing. Its goal is to hide the fact that communication is taking place. In the field of Steganography some terminology has been developed. The term cover is used to describe the original, innocent message, data, audio, still video, and so on. If the cover media is a digital image hidden with secret data, this image is called stego-image. Steganography hides the secret message with the host data set and its presence is imperceptible [2]. PCs facilitated sending and exchanging photographs, greeting cards, birthday cards, etc. in a manner that thousand of these are exchanged on the internet on the daily basis. It is not only economical, but users can choose cards from a vast variety of them freely available and takes no time taken to send to them. Additionally audio and video files are also exchanged freely. This exchange of cards and files has further given strength to Steganography.

II. TYPES AND MEDIA

Steganography may be classified as pure, symmetric, and asymmetric. While pure Steganography does not need any exchange of information, symmetric and asymmetric need to exchange of keys prior to sending the messages [3]. Symmetric Steganography is employed in our proposed method in which stego-key is exchanged. Steganography is highly dependent on type of medium being used to hide the information. Medium being commonly used include, text, images, audio-files, and network protocols used in network communication [4].
Image Steganography is generally more preferred media because of its harmlessness and attraction. Image Steganography may classify according to working domain: (a) Spatial domain and, (b) Frequency domain. Spatial domain Steganography work on the pixel value directly and modify the pixel gray-value [5]. In Frequency domain based methods [6], images are first transformed into the frequency domain and then message are embedded in the transform coefficients.

A digital image is an array of numbers that represent light intensities of various points [7]. The light intensities or pixels are combines to form the images raster data. The images can be grayscale (8-bits) or color (24-bits). Although larger size image file facilitate larger amount of data to be hidden but transferring require more bandwidths and therefore increases the cost. Two types of file compression generally used to overcome above said problem are lossy compression and lossless compression. JPEG (Joint photographic group) is an example of lossy compression. Its advantage is that it saves more space but in doing so loses its originality. On the other hand GIF, PNG and BMP are examples of lossless compression which is in general recommended media types. Since both of these retain their originality [8]. Our algorithm is simple and flexible using LSBs technique. We have selected the formats that commonly use lossless compression that is BMP, PNG, TIF and GIF. We can make use of any of these formats or convert BMP into any of the above said format.

III. REVIEW OF RELATED WORK

The usage of a stego-key is important, because the security of a protection system should not be based on the secrecy of the algorithms itself, instead of the choice of a secret key [9] as shown in Fig. 1. The steganographer’s job is to make the secretly hidden information difficult to detect given the complete knowledge of the algorithm used to embed the information except the secret embedding key. This so called Kirchhoff’s principle is the golden rule of cryptography and is often accepted for Steganography as well [10]. Some Steganography methods [11] [12] uses a stego-key to embed message for achieving rudimentary security. Mehboob et. al. proposed technique uses predictive position agreed between two parties as stego-key [3]. Same position used only once to enhance security. But drawback of the algorithm is small amount of data to be embedded.

The most common and simplest steganographic method [13] [14] is the least significant bit insertion method. It embeds message in the least significant bit. For increasing the embedding capacity two or more bits in each pixel can be used to embed message. At the same time not only the risk of making the embedded statistically detectable increase but also the image fidelity degrades. So how to decide the number of bits of each pixel used to embed message becomes an important issue of image Steganography.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The proposed scheme works on the spatial domain of the cover image and employed an adaptive number of least significant bits substitution in pixels. Variable K-bits insertion into least significant part of the pixel gray value is dependent on the private stego-key K. Private stego-key consists of five gray-level ranges that are selected randomly in the range 0-255. The selected key shows the five ranges of gray levels and each range substitute different fixed number of bits into least significant part of the 8-bit gray value of the pixels (in gray image and in color
image blue channel. After making a decision of bits insertion into different ranges, Pixel p(x, y) gray value “g” that fall within the range Ai-Bi is changed by embedding k-message bits of secret information into new gray value “g’”. This new gray value “g’” of the pixel may go beyond the range Ai-Bi that makes problem to extract the correct information at the receiver. Specific gray value adjustment method is used that make the new gray value “g’” fall within the range Ai-Bi. Confidentiality is provided by the private stego-key k and to provide integrity of the embedded secret information, 140-bit another key K is used. Digital signature of the secret information with the key K were into the cover image that provides some bit overheads but used to verify the integrity. At the receiver key K is used to extract the message and key K is used to verify the integrity of the message.

4.1 Private stego-key generation

Private stego-key K play an important role in proposed scheme to provide security and deciding the adaptive K bits insertion into selected pixel. For a gray scale image (or RGB color image blue channel) 8-bit used to represent intensity of pixel, so there are only 256 different gray values any pixel may hold. Different pixels in image may hold different gray values. We may divide the pixels of images into different groups based on gray ranges. Based on this assumption let five ranges of gray levels are < A1-B1, A2-B2, A3-B3, A4-B4, A5-B5> each range starting and ending value are in 8-bits, total 80-bits are used to make a key K if the difference of each range is denoted by Di=Bi-Ai (for i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Ai denote starting value and Bi denote ending value of the range), it should not be less than 32 gray values and any range should not be overlapping with other ranges. For example selected key K: 2-36, 38-73, 74-102, 105-170, and 178-245. Difference D2=B2-A2 will be D2 = 73-38=35 32, and any range is not overlapping. Hence key is usable.

4.2 Method to decide Bits insertion in each range

Let the five gray ranges decided by the stego-key are <A1-B1, A2-B2, A3-B3, A4-B4, A5-B5> and number of pixel count from cover image in each range are <N1,N2, N3,N4, N5>. Range with maximum pixel count will hold maximum bits insertion let five bits, second maximum count will hold four bits insertion and so on. In this way we decide the fixed number of bits insertion into each range and adaptive number of bits insertion into different ranges based on pixel count of cover image in different ranges. In similar way we decide the bits extraction from each range. For example assume key K is 2-36, 38-73, 74-102, 105-170, 178-245 and let pixel count in each range from any image are 300,100,34,4000,700. Then range first insert three message bits in the pixel that comes within the range, range second insert two message bits in the pixel, range third insert one bit in the pixel, range four insert five bits in the pixel and range five insert four message bits in the pixel that comes in this range. In this manner we decide the bits insertion into each range.

4.3 LSB substitution

Least significant substitution is an attractive and simple method to embed secret information into the cover media and available several versions of it. We employ in propose scheme adaptive LSB substitution method in which adaptive K-bits of secret message are substituted into least significant part of pixel value. Fig.2 shows entire method for K-bits insertion.

![Fig 2: Method for K-bits insertion](image)

To decide arbitrary k-bits insertion into pixel, first we find the range of pixel value and then find the number of bits insertion decided by method given in section IV (b) and insert K-message bits into least significant part of pixel using LSB. After embedding the message bits the changed gray value g’ of pixel may go beyond the range. To make value within the range, reason is that receiver side required to count pixels to extract message,
pixel value adjusting method is applied to make changed value within range.

4.4 Pixel value adjusting method

After embedding the K-message bits into the pixel gray value, the new gray value g’ may go outside the range. For example, let our range based on key is 0-32. Let the gray value g of the pixel is 00100000 in binary forms (32 in Decimal), decided K-bits insertion is 3-bits are 111. The pixel new gray value g’ will be 00100111 in binary forms after inserting three bits (39 in Decimal). Modified value is outside the range. To make within the range 0-32, K+1 bits of g’ is changed from 0 to 1 or vice versa. And checked again to fall within range if not K+2 bit is changed and so on until gray value fall within range. For example, 00100111-00101111-00111111-00011111.

Figure 3 shows the whole process.

![Pixel value adjusting method](image)

4.5 Digital signature

To verify the integrity of the stego-image and secret information, a simple Ex-OR method to find signature of secret message with random stego-key of 140 bits is used and appended with the message, some overheads occurs but integrity of the message is checked at the receiver. Block Diagram of whole process is given in Fig. 4 (a) and 4 (b). Algorithm for coding and decoding the secret information is given below.

**Algorithms: Coding**

**Input:** Cover-image, secret message, keys $K_1, K_2$

**Output:** Stego-image.

**Step1:** Read key $K_1$ based on gray-Level ranges.

**Step2:** Read cover image (8-bit gray Image or 8-bit color image blue Channel)

**Step3:** Decide No. of bits insertion into each range describe in section IV (b).

**Step4:** Read the secret message and Convert it into bit stream form.

**Step5:** Read the key K

**Step6:** Find the signature using $K_2$ and append with the message bits.

**Step7:** For each Pixel

1. Find gray value g.
2. Decide the K-bits insertion based on gray ranges.
3. Find K-message bits and insert using method given in section IV(c).
4. Decide and adjust new gray Value g’ using method described in sec. IV (d)
5. Go to step 7.

**Step 8:** end

**Algorithm: Decoding**

**Input:** Stego-image, keys $K_1, K_2$

**Output:** Secret information;

**Step1:** Read key $K_1$ based on gray-level ranges.

**Step2:** Read the stego image.

**Step3:** Decide No. of bits extraction into each range. Describe in section IV (b).
Step 4: For each pixel, extract the K-bits and save into file.
Step 5: Read the key K₂ and find the signature of bit stream
Step 6: Match the signature.
Step 7: End

Fig. 4 (a): Message Embedding with signature

Fig. 4 (b): Message extraction and Integrity check
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To demonstrate the accomplished performance of our proposed approach in capacity and imperceptibility for hiding secret data in the cover-image, we have conducted different experiments using different images to compare the proposed approach with fixed 4 LSB method [18] and the method given in [19]. According to invisibility benchmark PSNR 30dB is acceptable. Results are considered for each image (gray image and color image) size 150x150 with 100% capacity using different stego-keys (five ranges in each key).

The well known Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used as performance measurement criteria, which is classified under the difference image distortion metrics, is applied on the Stego and the Original images. It is defined as [22]:

$$\text{PSNR} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{C_{\text{max}}^2}{\text{MSE}} \right) \quad -(1)$$

Where, \( C_{\text{max}} \) holds the maximum value in the original images and MSE denotes Mean Square Error and given as:

$$\text{MSE} = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left( S_{xy} - C_{xy} \right)^2 \quad \text{(For Grayscale Images)} \quad -(2)$$

Where, \( x \) and \( y \) are the image coordinates, \( M \) and \( N \) are the dimensions of the image, \( S_{xy} \) is the generated Stego image and \( C_{xy} \) is the cover image.

$$\text{MSE} = \left[ \frac{\text{MSE(R)} + \text{MSE(G)} + \text{MSE(B)}}{3} \right] \quad \text{(For Color RGB Images)} \quad -(3)$$

As a performance measurement for embedding capacity, the average number of bits embedded into each pixel is calculated as:

$$\text{Capacity} = \left( \frac{\text{Total Number of bits embedded into image}}{\text{Total Number of Pixels in image}} \right) \quad \text{(bits/pixel)} \quad -(4)$$

The embedding capacity and PSNR results of proposed method for the different grayscale and color images are shown in Table-1, Table-2. Table-1 shows the results when the message is embedded into gray scale images and Table-2 shows the result when the message is embedded into the blue channel of the RGB color images using different key.
Table 1: Results in terms of Embedding Capacity and Image Quality (in PSNR) using different keys for different grayscale images ([CAP: Embedding Capacity in bits/pixel], [PSNR: Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio]).

Table 2: Results in terms of Embedding Capacity and Image Quality (in PSNR) using different keys for different color images ([CAP: Embedding Capacity in bits/pixel], [PSNR: Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio]).

Table 3: The Comparative Results in terms of Embedding Capacity and Image Quality (in PSNR) of Proposed Method with 4LSB method [18] and Adaptive Method [19] ([BC: Blue channel of color image], [CAP: Capacity in bits/pixel]).
VI. CONCLUSION

We have introduced a novel image steganographic model with high-capacity embedding/extracting module that is based on the Variable-Size LSB substitution. In the embedding part based on stego-key selected from the gray value range 0-255. We used the pixel value adjusting method to minimize the embedding error and adaptive 1-5 bits to embed in the pixel to maximize average capacity per pixel. Using the proposed method, we embedded at least four message bits in each pixel while maintaining the imperceptibility. For the security requirement we have presented two different ways to deal with the issue. The major benefit of supporting these two ways is that the sender can use different stego-keys in different sessions to Increase difficulty of stegano analysis on these stego images. Using only the stego-keys, which is used to count the number of pixel in each range and second 140-bit key to verify the integrity of the message, the receiver can extract the embedded messages exactly. Experimental results verify that the proposed model is effective and efficient.
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